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Diversifying investments into gold or silver is a strategy that can help manage risk during

periods of market uncertainty. While there are multiple ways of creating a precious

metals portfolio, investing in a gold or silver individual retirement account (IRA) is a way

to protect retirement funds without the responsibility of personally buying and storing

precious metals.

This is why diversification through a precious metals IRA can be a hedge against inflation.

In 2022, investment demand and gold demand, excluding over-the-counter (OTC),

increased by 10% and 18% year-on-year respectively. The rising interest in gold is

reminiscent of the increased investments in precious metals that followed the 2008

financial market crash. The value of precious metals like gold often moves inversely to

market performance, and the value of gold rose dramatically in the years following the

market collapse of ‘08.

Red Rock Secured, a precious metals education and services company, was ranked in

the top 4% of Inc. 5000’s fast-growing companies in the U.S. for 2022. It was also the

highest-ranked gold company on Inc. 5000’s list.

Helping Clients Diversify With Inflation-Resistant Assets

 Red Rock Secured specializes in helping clients transfer some portion of their 401(k) or

other retirement funds to precious metals. The company offers dedicated customer

service to help clients make informed financial decisions, and the team’s personalized

guidance makes the transfer very simple. A dedicated rollover specialist walks the client

step-by-step through the straightforward process, and some rollovers will even be tax

and penalty-free.

Red Rock has built a reputation for premium service and customer care that is reflected

in a range of high ratings from review platforms and customers. It is an accredited

business with the Better Business Bureau, with an A+ business rating from the bureau and

numerous positive customer reviews. The Business Consumer Alliance, which promotes

market self-regulation, gives Red Rock a five out of five rating, and Trustpilot Group
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PLC (OTC: TRST) gives Red Rock an “Excellent, 4.8 / 5” based on over 150 client reviews.

The company has also been accredited by the highly reputable information, reviews and

ratings company ConsumerAffairs, and Benzinga gives Red Rock five stars in each of its

five business categories.

Once a customer decides to diversify into precious metals, Red Rock Secured offers a

totally free, insured delivery program to get the shipment to a secured facility. There are

no custodial or management fees associated with creating the precious metals fund, and

more than 90% qualify for free storage for one to 10 years, while some qualify for lifetime

free storage.

As part of its suite of resources, Red Rock provides a real-time chart for gold and silver

prices, as well as price performance compared with several markets. The company also

guarantees it will buy back precious metals at their market value, though certain

restrictions apply. It also offers a price protection program for qualified accounts that

protects clients against a price drop in their precious metals for the first week of

purchase.

“When the recession hit in 2008, I watched helplessly as people lost their savings. I saw

them become stressed and unsure about how they would save for retirement, and I knew

I needed to help. For years, my team and I have been giving people a physical

alternative for their retirement savings, one where asset protection is the primary focus,”

said Red Rock Secured CEO Sean Kelly. “We started this company to help people, and I

am grateful to be able to still be doing that today.”

Through rigorous customer service and a comprehensive set of benefits, Red Rock

provides an account creation process that is hassle-free, so that its customers can look

forward to a worry-free retirement.

Want to learn more about Red Rock Secured? Visit its website.

This article was originally published on Benzinga here.

 

Red Rock Secured is dedicated to helping Americans protect, control, and grow their

wealth with physical precious metals that hold their value over time.We’re proud to use a

customer-centric approach seeking to educate first to ensure our customers are

purchasing with confidence, understand their options, and make thoughtful decisions to

meet their financial goals. Our team of Dedicated Gold & Silver Educators are available

to answer your questions. We also invite you to join an upcoming live webinar to take a

deep dive into the unique benefits of a Gold IRA.
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This post contains sponsored advertising content. This content is for informational
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